


What experiments are governments around 
the world carrying out in our skies without 
the knowledge and consent of populations?

NASA satellite image of the California coastline (radio 
frequency / microwave transmission manipulation of 
aerosolized cloud cover / marine layer).

NASA image taken of  African west coast  (radio frequen-
cy / microwave transmission manipulation).

An aircraft dispersion of climate engineering particulates 
is manipulated with radio frequency / microwave trans-
missions. Palm Springs, California. Photo credit: Ron 
Morgan

An existing atmospheric saturation of climate engineering 
particles is manipulated with radio frequency / microwave 
transmissions. Port Washington, New York. Photo credit: 
Matt Jared.

NOAA satellite image, radio frequency / microwave trans-
mission manipulation of Eastern Pacific storm system

NASA satellite image, radio frequency / microwave trans-
mission manipulated square cloud formation

How unnatural do our skies need to become 
before populations begin to look up and investigate?
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The global climate engineering 
Manhattan project

What if there were a monumental environmental threat that you didn’t even know was occurring? 
What if it came into use in an insidious way, just as GMO foods have come into our food supply 
without our knowledge or consent? What if it appeared to be harmless, but it wasn’t? And what if it 
were so cleverly woven into our culture that we didn’t even see it anymore? What if it were so mas-
terfully stigmatized and wrapped in controversy that if you thought it strange or concerning, you’d be 
scorned or ignored? What if you found out that this issue was already affecting your health and that 
of people you know and love? What if this threat had the potential to destroy our crops, our trees, the 
soil they are grown in, our water supply, the protective layers of our atmosphere, and whole ecosys-
tems? What if all available data and front-line facts made clear that this issue was putting the entire 
web of life in the balance? Global climate engineering / intervention programs are mathematically 
the greatest and most immediate threat we collectively face short of nuclear cataclysm.

Rotterdam, Netherlands. Photo credit: Martin van Agteren

How many of us have ever known truly 
natural weather? Global climate inter-
vention / geoengineering / solar radiation 
management programs are not just an out-
landish and unrealistic "proposal", climate 
intervention operations have been de-
ployed and steadily expanded for over 70 
years with catastrophic consequences. In 
addition to the stated purpose of "mitigat-
ing" global warming (which all available 
data confirms geoengineering is making 
worse overall, not better), there are many 
additional objectives being carried out in 
our skies under the guise of geoengineer-
ing.  The electrically conductive heavy 
metal particulates (that are being sprayed) 
help to enhance over the horizon radar, 

radio frequency transmissions, and EMP (electromagnetic pulse) offense and defense weaponry. 
The military industrial complex, of course, never considers the immense consequences of their 
atmospheric activities and experiments.
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Mainstream science sources assist with the cover-up of geoengineering operations by showing 
preposterous and unrealistic forms of geoengineering (like space mirrors) alongside the very forms 
of climate intervention that have been fully deployed for decades. Jet aircraft spray dispersions of 
geoengineering aerosols are a primary element in the ongoing climate engineering equation.



What is climate engineering? 
(AKA geoengineering, AKA “chemtrails”)

There are a number of science terms that refer to various aspects and stated agendas relating to 
climate engineering operations. Utilizing the  science terms that are applicable to this issue are im-
perative in order to garner and retain credibility. “Chemtrails” is a non-science term and thus is not 
helpful in the effort to raise awareness and credibility on the critical climate engineering subject.

Geoengineering: 
Climate engineering, also referred to as geoengineering or climate intervention, is the deliberate and 
large-scale intervention in the Earth’s climatic system with the aim of limiting adverse climate change. 
(Wikipedia)

Solar radiation management:
(SRM) projects are a type of climate engineering which seek to reflect sunlight and thus reduce global 
warming. Proposed examples include the creation of stratospheric sulfate aerosols. (Wikipedia)

Marine cloud brightening: 
is a proposed solar radiation management climate engineering technique that would make clouds bright-
er, reflecting a small fraction of incoming sunlight back into space in order to offset anthropogenic global 
warming. Along with stratospheric aerosol injection, it is one of the two solar radiation management 
methods that may most feasibly have a substantial climate impact. (Wikipedia)

Stratospheric aerosol injection:
Stratospheric sulfate aerosols to create a global dimming effect...to limit the effect and impact of climate 
change due to rising levels of greenhouse gases.[2] Delivery of precursor sulfide gases such as sulfuric 
acid,[3] hydrogen sulfide (H2S) or sulfur dioxide (SO2) by... aircraft[4]. (Wikipedia)

Nyon, Switzerland. Photo credit: Romain Silvestre Redding, California. Photo credit: Jovyde Wigington

Shasta County, California. Photo credit: Jovyde Wigington Valencia, Spain. Photo credit: Jose Aleixandre
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Condensation trails? 
Or jet sprayed aerosol dispersions?

Official sources tell the public they are only seeing “condensation trails” in our skies, but is this 
the truth? The alarming reality is this, the “condensation trail” official false narrative is perhaps the 
greatest deception ever perpetrated on populations of the world by those in power in order to effec-
tively hide the clandestine climate engineering operations in plain sight.
An actual  “condensation trail” could never be turned “on and off” as is seen in the photograph to 
the right. Again, the expressed goal 
of the climate engineers and their 
“solar radiation management” tech-
nofix for global warming is to in-
tentionally spray millions of tons of 
light scattering electrically conduc-
tive (and highly toxic) particles (like 
aluminum) into the atmosphere. Jet 
fuel additives and sprayed payload 
dispersions are both a part of the 
ongoing SRM atmospheric aerosol 
saturation effort. In regard to the pa-
tently false  “condensation trail” of-
ficial narrative, the following facts 
must be considered: All commercial passenger 
jets, and all military tanker jets, are equipped 
with a “high bypass turbofan” jet engine. This 
engine is, in essence, a jet powered fan that is 
designed for maximum fuel efficiency. Over 
80% of the air that passes through a “high by-
pass turbofan” jet engine is NON COMBUST-
ED (again, it is a jet powered fan).  Thus, by 
its very design, the “high bypass turbofan” jet 
engine is nearly incapable of producing any true 
“condensation trail” except under the most rare 
and extreme of circumstances. Cutaway image of a modern “high bypass turbofan” jet engine

Rotterdam, Netherlands. Photo credit- Hartog de Gelder
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Palm Springs, California. Photo credit Ron Morgan



Aircraft spraying nozzles hidden in plain sight
How would particulate spraying be executed from commercial and military jet aircraft in a manner 
that would be covert? In a manner that would fortify the official “condensation trails” false narra-
tive? By adding retrofit spray nozzles on the aircraft pylon just above the jet thrust stream, aimed 
straight into this stream. Thus, the “condensation trail” false narrative is formed and fortified.

If you think there are only passengers in all commercial passenger jet aircraft, think again. Available 
data, film footage, and aircraft tracking programs prove that even passenger carrying commercial jet 
aircraft are being used for aerosol spraying into the atmosphere. Data does not indicate any direct 
involvement of commercial carrier pilots or personnel. The atmospheric aerosol spraying programs 
are centrally controlled, coordinated, and operated (documents revealed later in this booklet will 
further confirm this fact). 
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“China’s Weather Manipulation Brings 
Crippling Snowstorm to Beijing” 

(a headline from Popular Science Magazine)
In The People’s Republic of China, it’s no secret that the Party controls 
just about everything. But as Beijing suffers through its second major 
snowstorm this season, residents are growing weary of their leadership’s control-freak tendencies. After 
all, while the storm came as a surprise to residents, the government knew about it all along. In fact, the 
government caused it (The US government is engaged in the same processes).

Antioch, Tennessee. Photo credit: Brent Rodriguez
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The next patent example is for “chemical ice nucleation”, the pro-
cess of chemically nucleating precipitation that should have fallen 
as rain, into snow. This is a major tool for the climate engineers, 
and one that they utilize constantly in order to temporarily (and 
toxically) create a short term surface cool-down. This is a primary 
factor with the rapidly increasing “weather whiplash” temperature 
swings, the now common above freezing temperature snowfall 
events, and the rapidly increasing extreme hail events.

Over 70 years ago the United States government and other global powers made the decision to de-
ploy global climate engineering programs without the knowledge or consent of their citizens.
Why would governments around the world participate in covert climate engineering programs? 
Perhaps the more appropriate question would be this, why wouldn’t global power centers engage in 
patented climate modification operations for their own purposes and agendas? The answer is, they 
would, and they have, for over 70 years. Below are two examples of over 150 climate intervention 
related patents. http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/links-to-geoengineering-patents/

Stratospheric Welsbach seeding for reduction of global warming  
US 5003186 A
ABSTRACT
“A method is described for reducing atmospheric or global warming resulting from the presence of heat-trapping gases in 
the atmosphere, i.e., from the greenhouse effect. Such gases are relatively transparent to sunshine, but absorb strongly the 
long-wavelength infrared radiation released by the earth. The method incudes the step of seeding (with jet aircraft dispersions) 
the layer of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere with particles of materials characterized by wavelength-dependent emissiv-
ity. Such materials include Welsbach materials and the oxides of metals which have high emissivity (and thus low reflectivities) 
in the visible and 8-12 micron infrared wavelength regions.”



If climate engineering / geoengineering sprayed particulate trails are so prevalent in the upper tro-
posphere, why don’t they show up clearly on satellite images? Because the vast majority of satellite  
images from official sources are almost always filtered in order to mask the blatantly visible atmo-
spheric spraying operations.

Above are two versions of the same satellite image. The image on the left is in essence a filtered im-
age as only standard infrared imagery was used. The image on the right (enhanced infrared) clearly 
reveals expansive climate engineering operations over the western US. 

NASA tells us that the extremely long trails shown in the satellite images below are just “ship 
tracks”, but does this official narrative hold up to an examination of the facts?

NASA’s so called “ship tracks” (over oceans) frequently do not conform to established shipping 
lanes, and are far too uniform over far too great a distance to be “ship tracks”. The massive zones 
of artificial haze and “cloud cover”, that are now common around the world, are exactly what is 
described as an objective for “marine layer enhancement”, a form of climate engineering.
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Do official government documents 
exist which would implicate US 
government involvement in global 
weather modification / climate in-
tervention programs? Yes, the doc-
ument excerpt to the left was taken 
from a 750 page US Senate Report 
released in 1978. This document 
is only one of many available his-
torical government reports which 
specifically address the ongoing 
national weather modification / cli-
mate modification programs. How 
much longer can the undeniable 
climate engineering atrocities be 
kept from public consciousness?

PDF file for full document is 
here http://www.geoengineering-
watch.org/massive-us-senate-doc-
ument-on-national-and-glob-
al-weather-modification/

Manchester, UK. Photo credit: David Wylie Phoenix, Arizona. Photo credit: Steven Snow

Manchester, UK. Photo credit: Ged England Basildon, Essex, UK. Photo credit: Lisa Bazely
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Yet more damning excerpts from the 750 page US Senate / Federal Weather modification document 
are below:

The yellow highlighted statements on the document above are of particular interest. In summary, 
this US Senate document calls for the complete cooperation with NORMALLY ADVERSARI-
AL NATIONS  due to cross border ramifications from climate engineering.  All major powers are 
colluding, collaborating and cooperating in regard to the ongoing climate engineering crimes and 
coverup.

Nyon, Switzerland. Photo credit: Romain Silvestre Livingston County, Michigan. Photo credit: Lyn Connolly
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Knoxville, Tennessee. Photo credit: Marla Stair-Wood Palmdale, California. Photo credit: Petie Cepeda



Any form of climate intervention must also 
be considered a form of weather and biologi-
cal warfare due to the long list of catastrophic 
downstream climate consequences and the 
biosphere contamination that are both direct-
ly and indirectly a result of these programs. 
Such consequences have always been down-
played or completely ignored by the global 
power centers that push and propagate the 
ongoing climate engineering assault.

Are there yet more recent government docu-
ments that address global weather modifica-
tion / climate intervention proposals and pro-
grams? Yes, there are many such documents, 
the image to the right is only one example.

Even a 1950s Colliers Magazine article ad-
dressed the rapidly expanding climate modi-
fication industry, which our government has 
since taken a position of total denial on.

Are scientists willing to deny the climate engineering / solar radi-
ation management reality on the record? No.

On Friday, October 7th, 2016, 
GeoengineeringWatch.org and 
the Legal Alliance to Stop Geo-
engineering (LASG) carried out 
a simple survey that involved 
1518 climate scientists and ex-
perts.

100% of scientists/experts sur-
veyed REFUSED to deny the 
climate engineering reality on 

the record. How much longer can the climate engineering atrocities be hidden from the public in 
plain sight? When will climate science community decide to start telling the truth about the ongoing 
global geoengineering / climate intervention assault?

Astillero, Cantabria, Spain. Photo credit: Alberto Ibañez Madrid, Spain. Photo credit: Juan Cortés
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For many decades global power centers (and the 
many sources of media they control) have effective-
ly fueled the division and confusion of populations 
in regard to the true extent of damage to the climate 
system. This historical submarine photo was recov-
ered from the US Navy historical archives. Why is 
this photo so significant? Because it reveals a US 
Navy submarine surfaced in OPEN WATER at the 
North Pole at the hight of the Arctic ice expansion 
season in 1959. The sea ice at this location at the 
time of year when this photo was taken should have 

been two or three meters thick, but there was none. 

El Portal, California. Photo credit: Ron Kauk

Even prior to WWll those in power were well aware of the 
rapidly accelerating warming of the planet due to anthropo-
genic activities. Since the acceleration of the industrial revo-
lution there has been an ongoing “tug of war” being played 
out in the climate system. The buildup of greenhouse gas-
es was to some degree counteracted by the build up of sun 
blocking pollution particles in the atmosphere. By 1945, 
when the first progressive phase of anthropogenic planetary 
warming was skyrocketing, the greenhouse gas build up had 
begun to completely overwhelm the cooling sun blocking ef-
fect of atmospheric aerosols (pollution particles).

Immediately after the end of WWll, without the knowledge or consent of their populations, a co-
ordinated global climate engineering Manhattan project was deployed by governments around the 
globe. By spraying additional particles into the atmosphere 
with aircraft, global powers were able to mask the green-
house gas buildup for several decades. But we must consider 
this, at what cost did this temporary reprieve come in regard 
to the overall web of life?

A primary objective of climate engineering / solar radiation 
management programs is to blot out the sun. “Global dim-
ming” is the science term that describes the percentage of 
the sun’s direct rays that no longer reach the surface of the 
Earth as compared to the mid 20th century. Astoundingly, 
current figures put “global dimming at nearly 30% in many 

parts of the planet. Blocking the sun has de-
creased overall evaporation and overall atmo-
spheric relative humidity. 

The atmosphere can carry 7% more moisture 
for every degree in Celcius of warming. The 
laws of physics make clear that a warming 
planet must create more overall rain unless 
there is a factor that is not being publicly dis-
closed. That factor is the highly toxic covert 
climate engineering assault. Extreme deluges 
will also increase in spite of  (and in many 
cases because of) climate engineering.
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The answer to the question of “WHY ENGINEER THE CLIMATE?” is complex as there are a 
great many objectives and agendas being carried out simultaneously. Again, the stated purpose of 
geoengineering / solar radiation management (SRM) programs is mitigation for global warming, but 
is this really the primary overall objective? The geoengineers have tried to claim that by spraying 
the atmosphere with highly reflective light scattering particulates (like aluminum), they can reflect 
enough of the sun’s incoming thermal energy to counteract the greenhouse gas buildup and thus 
cool the planet. Is it working? After over 70 years of constantly escalating and expanding climate 
intervention programs, all available data makes the following conclusion clear, the short term (and 
highly toxic) climate intervention cool-downs come at the cost of actually fueling the overall long 

term warming of the planet. In summary, climate 
engineering is making an already dire climate dis-
integration scenario far worse in the long term. The 
NOAA “forecast” (scheduled) weather map to the 
left is a glaring example of a recent completely 
engineered cool-down. Temperature scenarios like 
the one revealed in this NOAA map are completely 
unnatural and historically unprecedented. Record 
warmth on the East and West coasts with a bullseye 
of chemical ice nucleated record cold in the center 
of the country.
The color coded forecast map reflects probabilities 
of over 25 degrees above “normal” on both coasts 
with anomalies of over 25 degrees below normal 
in the center of country. Again, such weather whip-
lash scenarios are meteorologically unprecedented 
and are a direct result of climate engineering.

COVERT GLOBAL GEOENGINEERING PROGRAMS ARE:
-Trapping more overall heat in the lower atmosphere than is deflected.
-Completely disrupting the global hydrological cycle (the rain cycle).
-Destroying the ozone layer and thus radically increasing lethal UV radiation exposure.
-Contaminating the entire surface of the planet along with the breathable air column.
-Disrupting upper level wind currents and subsequently ocean currents.
-Further fueling unprecedented forest die-offs and CATASTROPHIC FOREST FIRES.
-Contributing to extreme hail and weather events due to chemical ice nucleation dispersions over storms.

South Wales, UK. Photo credit: Peter Jones Möhnesee, Germany. Photo credit: Mirka Leinchen
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Who is behind the climate engineering / solar radiation management operations?
 All roads lead back to those who print the money, the private bankers that run the “federal reserve”. 
Those who control the money control militaries, and thus countries.

Hawthorne, Nevada. Photo credit: Steve Small

Why aren’t government scientists in agencies like The National 
Weather Service (NWS) and The National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA) speaking out about the ongo-
ing climate engineering operations? US government scientists 
have no first amendment protection, next, a recent illegal feder-
al gag order has been placed on all NWS and NOAA employees 
and scientists.
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/government-imple-
ments-illegal-gag-order-on-national-weather-service-and-noaa/
The excerpt below is from a PEER (Public Employees for En-
vironmental Responsibility) report on the illegal federal gag 
order.

“This summer, the National Weather Service began requiring a signed confidentiality agreement…. 
These agreements purport to bind NWSEO representatives from communicating with its members, 
members of Congress or any other person regarding agency plans and how they are determined. 
These agreements also do not contain terms allowing reports of actual or impending law or rule 
violations, gross mismanagement, waste or abuse. The National Weather Service, NOAA and Com-
merce are presently implementing and enforcing nondisclosure agreements which violate the law.”

Here is a headline and article 
excerpt from Canada “How 
are scientists being 
muzzled?”
“Federal scientists have been  
restricted from publicly 
talking about their research....”

“In 2006, the Harper govern-
ment introduced strict proce-
dures around how its scientists are allowed to speak about their research to the media.”

“In the past, journalists were generally able to contact scientists directly for interviews, but after 
these new directives they had to go through government communications officers.”

“And scientists had to get pre-approval from their minister’s 
office before speaking to members of national or international 
media, a process that can involve drafting potential questions 
and answers, which are then scrutinized by a team before the 
green light is given.”

The same process of total science censorship is occurring in 
countless other countries .
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Government Implements Illegal “Gag Order” On National Weather Service  
    And NOAA Employees



The precipitation manipulating radio frequency / 
microwave transmission signal above is from a 

transmitter site south west of Eureka, California

Most mainstream media radar images are highly filtered so that the public 
does not see the blatant radio frequency / microwave precipitation manip-
ulation like that shown on the image above.

Morongo Valley, California. Photo credit: Ron Morgan

Again, why would governments wish to engineer the global climate system? And again, the more 
appropriate question is this, why wouldn’t completely corrupt and criminalized governments want 
to engage in patented climate engineering operations to serve their own purposes and agendas?
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Are there other unseen 
dangers associated with 
the ongoing covert cli-
mate intervention pro-
grams? Yes. Massively 
powerful (and danger-
ous) radio frequency 
transmissions are used to 
manipulate the electrical-
ly conductive Jet aircraft 
sprayed nano particles. 
This, in turn, manipulates 
air masses and weather.

Reno, Nevada. Photo credit: Justin Pera

Radio frequency / microwave transmitters are scattered throughout  
the country and throughout the world.



Radio frequency / microwave transmission towers in Red-
ding, California. Photo credit: Jovyde Wigington

Climate modification 
and microwave transmissions

Populations are blindly accepting and ignoring the dangerous radio frequency / microwave trans-
mission towers that are increasingly being constructed throughout our country (and the world). If 
you thought transmission towers were only for cell phone signal repeating, this is not the case.

The massively powerful HAARP ionosphere heater transmis-
sion facility in Alaska.

Sea based X-band radio frequency / microwave transmission 
platform.

SBX transmission platform interior transmitter.

The ongoing atmospheric aerosol spraying and microwave / radio frequency transmissions are 
wreaking havoc with the Earth’s life support systems and human health.

This NASA satellite image taken off the west coast of Africa 
reveals extensive microwave transmission manipulation.

This NASA satellite image clearly reveals many overlapping 
radio frequency / microwave transmissions in aerosolized 
cloud formations.
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The willful spraying of highly toxic climate engineering particles into Earth’s atmosphere with jet 
aircraft is inflicting unimaginable damage to the entire web of life (in addition to the climate sys-
tem).  Aluminum and barium are primary element named in climate engineering patents.

Šiauliai, Lithuania. Photo credit: Zenonas Mockus Cantabria, Spain. Photo credit: Alberto Ibañez
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‘Bees With Alzheimer’s?’ Aluminium Pollution 
Linked To Dementia In Bees” (RT TV)

Dementia And Alzheimer’s Become Britain’s 
Biggest Killer.  (The Guardian)

Scientists Discover Jaw Dropping Levels Of 
Heavy Metals Found In Whales (NBC News)

“Autism Risk Linked to Particulate Air Pollu-
tion” (Scientific American)

“Massive Global Tree Die-Off Linked To Geo-
engineering” (GeoengineeringWatch.org)

Aluminum Contents of Human Milk, Cow’s 
Milk, and Infant Formulas (Journal of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology & Nutrition)
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Sounding The Alarm
Are any top medical professionals speaking out about the highly toxic heavy 
metal climate engineering fallout and the devastating effects it is having on 
human health? Yes. Though the majority of the medical / industrial complex 
community has not yet been willing to openly address the critical climate en-
gineering issue on the record, one renowned medical practitioner has shown 
exceptional courage by sounding a dire alarm over geoengineering, Dr. Russell 
Blaylock. The health dangers posed by the ongoing illegal global geoengineer-
ing programs are immense and worsening rapidly. Russell L. Blaylock, M.D. 
is an internationally recognized board certified neurosurgeon and a recipient of 
the Integrity In Science award granted by the Weston A. Price Foundation. Dr. 

“My major concern is that there is evidence that they are spraying tons of nanosized aluminum compounds. It has been 
demonstrated in the scientific and medical literature that nanosized particles are infinitely more reactive and induce in-
tense inflammation in a number of tissues. Of special concern is the effect of these nanoparticles on the brain and spinal 
cord, as a growing list of neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s dementia, Parkinson’s disease and Lou 
Gehrig’s disease (ALS) are strongly related to exposure to environmental aluminum.
Nanoparticles of aluminum are not only infinitely more inflammatory, they also easily penetrate the brain by a number 
of routes, including the blood and olfactory nerves (the smell nerves in the nose). Studies have shown that these parti-
cles pass along the olfactory neural tracts, which connect directly to the area of the brain that is not only most affected 
by Alzheimer’s disease, but also the earliest affected in the course of the disease. It also has the highest level of brain 
aluminum in Alzheimer’s cases.
The intranasal route of exposure makes spraying of massive amounts of nanoaluminum into the skies especially hazard-
ous, as it will be inhaled by people of all ages, including babies and small children for many hours. We know that older 
people have the greatest reaction to this airborne aluminum. Because of the nanosizing of the aluminum particles being 
used, home filtering system will not remove the aluminum, thus prolonging exposure, even indoors.
In addition to inhaling nanoaluminum, such spraying will saturate the ground, water and vegetation with high levels of 
aluminum. Normally, aluminum is poorly absorbed from the GI tract, but nanoaluminum is absorbed in much higher 
amounts. This absorbed aluminum has been shown to be distributed to a number of organs and tissues including the brain 
and spinal cord. Inhaling this environmentally suspended nanoaluminum will also produce tremendous inflammatory re-
action within the lungs, which will pose a significant hazard to children and adults with asthma and pulmonary diseases.
I pray that the pilots who are spraying this dangerous substance fully understand that they are destroying the life and 
health of their families as well. This is also true of our political officials. Once the soil, plants and water sources are heav-
ily contaminated there will be no way to reverse the damage that has been done. Steps need to be taken now to prevent 
an impending health disaster of enormous proportions if this project is not stopped immediately. Otherwise we will see 
an explosive increase in neurodegenerative diseases occurring in adults and the elderly in unprecedented rates as well as 
neurodevelopmental disorders in our children. We are already seeing a dramatic increase in these neurological disorders 
and it is occurring in younger people than ever before.”

Redding, California. Photo credit- Jovyde Wigington 2

Blaylock also serves on the editorial staffs of the Journal of the American Nutraceutical Associates, Surgical 
Neurology International, and the Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons.

Las Vegas, Nevada. Photo credit- Cassandra Dunn
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Of all the challenges faced by the human race and life on Earth, the global geoengineering assault is 
mathematically the most dire and immediate (short of nuclear cataclysm). The effort to fully expose 
and subsequently halt climate engineering is the great imperative of our time. Once we reach a criti-
cal mass of awareness, and the geoengineering atrocities are fully visible to all, the rest of the wheels 
in the battle will begin to turn on their own as a significant percentage of the population understand 
they are facing a fight for life. As those in the US military (and their families) realize they are be-
ing used against their own citizens, the current paradigm can be shifted. Awareness raising links, 
instructions, and free downloadable GeoengineeringWatch.org informational flyers are available on 
the home page of our site.. We must prevail in the battle to expose and halt climate engineering, or 
all is lost. We will sink or swim together, all are needed in the critical effort to sound the alarm. What 
will you do? As the unfolding biosphere and societal collapse continues to accelerate, what will be 
your part in this all important effort to salvage what is yet left of Earth’s life support systems? We 
must all make our voices heard while we can still make a difference, time is not on our side.

How can we stop the ongoing climate 
engineering / weather warfare assault?




